COVER FENDER

WHY CHOOSE

INMARE guarantees products designed
in Italy that encompass comfort, creativity,
uniqueness and innovation. By putting
Customer needs at the forefront of our minds,
we can fully carry out our mission in creating
products addressed to those who profoundly
love and live for the sea.

Pile fender

boat models:

max 20 m / 60 tons

Fender designed to be installed on piles. Its elastic
structure permits to cover completely the pole,
making the mooring safer while entering and exiting.
Cover Fender is also perfect to cover the walls
of particularly small-sized slipways.

BEND FENDER

All INMARE products are made
from a single shot plastic injection mold:
this process excludes the use of junctions
and seams and does not allow weakness
in the mold. Our fenders are manufactured
using a special compound of E.V.A.
(Ethylene Vinyl Acetate), which is non toxic
and environmentally friendly. This customized
mixture is resistant to UV radiation, it’s stain
proof, does not scratch the hull and does not
deteriorate in the marine environment,
even when left for long periods in the water.
Thanks to the high flexibility of this particular
compound of E.V.A., INMARE fenders
will remould to their original shape even
after heavy compression. All models
are easy and fast to fit with a guaranteed
quality assurance and performance.

All raw materials used for our products are
UV resistant

Dock fender

boat models:

max 16 m / 20 tons

Fender conceived for applications on the corner
of the fingers and floating docks, where maneuvers
are trickier and dangerous. Its small size guarantees
it only takes up the minimal amount of space,
offering the maximum safety.

harmless
to the environment
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BOAT FENDERS

nontoxic

Free man, you will always cherish the sea!
The sea is your mirror; you contemplate your soul
In the infinite unrolling of its billows;
Your mind is an abyss that is no less bitter.
You like to plunge into the bosom of your image;
You embrace it with eyes and arms, and your heart
Is distracted at times from its own clamoring
By the sound of this plaint, wild and untamable.
Both of you are gloomy and reticent:
Man, no one has sounded the depths of your being;
O Sea, no person knows your most hidden riches,
So zealously do you keep your secrets!
Yet for countless ages you have fought each other
Without pity, without remorse,
So fiercely do you love carnage and death,
O eternal fighters, implacable brothers!
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Charles Baudelaire
Man and the sea
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MARINE FENDERS
Innovative design
Functionality
Quality of materials

MARINE FENDERS

DOPPIO ZERO

MEGA 1

SISTEMA TRE

WARRANTY PERIOD
36 months from the date of purchase

MAX FENDER
Dock fender
Dock fender

as a protection for bow / stern
boat models:

max 10 m / 60 tons

Dock fender

as a lateral protection
double line installation
boat models:

boat models:

max 30 m / 100 tons

Modular profile built to protect wide surfaces
taking up the minimal amount of space. Its elasticity
permits an optimum bending. Recommended
for fingers and wooded floating stages or perimeters
made of any material (wood, concrete, aluminum).

SISTEMA X - SISTEMA X ANGOLO

boat models:

max 20 m / 60 tons

Profile conceived for applications on concrete. It is
suitable to protect the whole perimeter of the harbor,
including slipways and bunkering areas. Its versatility
permits installations in horizontal, vertical and diagonal
positions on one or more lines. Its resilience makes it
particularly suitable for protecting areas of the marina
where there are medium and large boats.

MEGA 2

boat models:

max 30 m / 100 tons

Dock fender

boat models:

max 16 m / 20 tons

Versatile fender which is suitable for various applications
on surfaces made of any material (wood, concrete,
aluminum). The profile can dispose of a special articulation
on demand, which allows the fender to make a 90° bend,
making it possible to protect the corner of the pier-head.

BIG FENDER

max 18 m / 40 tons

Modular specific profile for applications on fingers.
Its small size guarantees it only takes up the minimal
amount of space, allowing the marina to reduce
the distance among the fingers and the boater
to moor in complete safety even without boat fenders.
The flexible profile is suitable for every surface, linear
or curved, and does not need special parts (joints,
curves, etc.). It can be installed in a continuous series
or combined with free spaces.

SISTEMA ZERO

max 18 m / 40 tons

Fender conceived for docks made of wood,
aluminum and fingers. It covers perfectly the corners
of dock-heads, ensuring the maximum protection
of the boat during mooring. Designed to protect
the bow and the stern, it can also be used
as a fixed fender to protect the broadsides.
Its upper flat part is parallel to the dock, minimizing
the risk of trips and falls.

boat models:

Dock fender

MEGA 1 - 600

installation of double
and continuous lines
boat models:

Dock fender

up to 100 tons

Profile conceived for fixed or floating structures made
of concrete. It is perfect to protect the whole perimeter
of the harbor, including slipways, bunkering areas
and docks. Its considerable size and the fixing system
makes it suitable to protect mega yachts.

ANGOLO

Dock fender

boat models:

max 20 m / 60 tons

Modular profile particularly suitable for fingers
and floating docks (aluminum, iron and wood). Highly
flexible, with the possibility of bending. Its resilience
guarantees maximum protection even to large boats.

SISTEMA B

as a protection for bow / stern
boat models:

max 16 m / 20 tons

Dock fender

as a lateral protection
double line installation
boat models:

boat models:

max 20 m / 60 tons

max 25 m / 80 tons

Profile adaptable for docks made of wood
and aluminum and for docks made of concrete. Perfect
to protect the bow and the stern during mooring. It can
also be used as a lateral protection. The fender
completely covers the angle of the dock, ensuring
the maximum protection even for boats with a very
flared bow. The upper surface is linear and flat
not to encumber pedestrians on the floating dock.

Dock fender

boat models:

max 25 m / 80 tons

Profile conceived for piers and (landing or floating)
docks made of concrete, recommended especially
to protect the full perimeter of the harbor, slipways
and filling stations. With its 60 cm it is perfect
for installations in vertical position.

Dock fender

boat models:

max 30 m / 100 tons

Fender conceived for docks and landing or floating
stages made of concrete. It is suitable for protecting
the most treacherous areas of the harbor,
such as the corners of the canal entrance,
of the dock-heads, quays and slipways entrances.

Dock fender

double line installation
boat models:

max 30 m / 100 tons

It is recommended especially for curved or not linear
floating stages. Its flexibility makes it suitable for protecting
the external part of the pile guides, which often constitutes
an encumbrance for the mooring. It can be installed in a
continuous series, combined with free spaces or double
assembled for a major protection.

